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ToxProfilerTM is a human cell reporter assay that can accurately quantify the cellular stress responses
induced by chemicals. Each ToxProfiler cell line contains a specific fluorescent reporter that is
associated with a cellular stress response pathway. ToxProfiler generates a toxicological fingerprint
for each compound, representing the cellular stress responses that are activated upon exposure.
ToxProfiler can be applied for broad toxicity profiling of compounds. ToxProfiler is particularly
applicable for early chemical safety testing by providing insight into the mode-of-action (MoA) of toxic
compounds. It can be used for chemical read-across, as investigational toxicity assay and fits well in
adverse outcome pathway (AOP) and weight-of-evidence (WoE) approaches.

Provides mechanistic insight

• 7 cell lines with biomarkers that play key roles in
the major and distinct stress response pathways

• Activation the reporter provides insight into the
mode-of-action

Quantification of distinct stress responses

• Quantitative by Point of departure (POD) analysis
Allows for potency ranking of compound series

ToxProfiler reporters

ToxProfiler consists of 7 stable genetically engineered human liver HepG2 cell lines. Each cell line
contains a fluorescent reporter that is associated with a specific cellular stress response signal
transduction pathway as shown below.
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ToxProfiler Protocol

I. Dose finding

• Dose finding in parental HepG2 cell line 14
concentrations

• Cytotoxicity is measured by cell count and PI
uptake

• Check for mitogenicity
• Check for Auto-fluorescence

III. Data analysis

• Point of departure (POD) analysis; lowest
concentration with a significant stress
pathway induction

• Comparison (hierarchical clustering) of
stress pathway activation

II. ToxProfiler assay

IV. ToxProfiler report

• 7 ToxProfiler reporter cell lines in 3
biological repeats

• 7 non-cytotoxic concentrations of
compound

• 24 hour exposure
• GFP reporter activity measured by

live cell confocal imaging
• GFP profiles measured in subcellular

localisation

ToxProfiler service information

• ToxProfiler is available as a service from Toxys
• The turn around time is 4-6 weeks
• Compound requirement: Pharmaceuticals: 1-5mg, Chemicals: 10-50mg
• Type of solvents compatible with the assay: DMSO, PBS, Water, Ethanol
• Types of materials that have been tested: small molecules, complex mixtures & nano-materials

• Extensive toxicity profile
• Assessment of mechanism of

toxicity
• Chemical stress fingerprint analysis
• Potency ranking

Fingerprint of cellular stress responses

The GFP induction levels at each concentration of compound are presented as concentration-response
plots and easy to read hierarchical clusterings with a heatmap. This allows for an easy interpretation
of the stress pathway induction and comparison between compounds.

Strong activation of these pathways reflects the onset of toxicity. ToxProfiler can be applied to
accurately quantify the chemically induced stress pathways to reveal the toxicological mode-of-action
of compounds


